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INSTRUMENT FOR DIAGNOSTIC X-RAY GENERATORS
QUALITY CONTROL
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Abstract: a microcontrolled instrument to determine
non'invasively the peak tube voltage (acc. 5o/o) of
medical x-ray generators and exposure time (acc.2.5"/")
is presented. The two-filters method, the experimental
setup, their problems and results are also discussed.
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The input system is composed by two aluminum boxes.
One contains photodiodes and copper filters (figure 2). The

amplifiers (chopper stabilized OP AMPs) are placed into
the other one [4]. This isolation is necessary because the
amplifiers are very sensitive to ionizing radiation [3].

INTRODUCTION
Copper filter

Some of the most critical problems found on Brazilian

hospitals are due

to

preventive maintenance, quality

Lead

control and regulatory performance standards.

In radiolory, the combination of these three factors
prevents fail-radiographic images and provides patient
safety. Valuable information about faults in x-ray
generators and about radiation exposure to the patient are
obtained through measurements of kVp, exposure rate, and
mAs [8].
The purpose of this paper consists on introducing a
microcontrolled instrument to measure the peak tube
kilovoltage of x-ray generators and the exposure time

without technical manipulation, using the two-filter
method [3,4,71.

Detectors

Figure 2. Detectors behind foru copper filters with different
thicknesses, protected by lead collimators.

The thickness of copper filters was determined by
measurements on different X-ray machines

[,4]. It was

found that filters with 0.3 mm Cu and 0.9 mm Cu for the
lower voltages (<70k\D, and I and 2 mm for higher

METHOD
According to Joseph (1975), the peak tube voltage of xray machines can be determined by the Two-Filter method,

i.e., measuring the signals (i1 and is) behind two filters of
different thicknesses and comparing its ratio (irlig) with a
calibration curve [5].

The developed instrument (Figure 1) can be divided in
two major parts: the input system (transducers and signal
conditioning) and the processing system (A/D converter
and microcontroller system).
Copper Fihers

&
Photodiodes

voltages (>60k\) are a compromise t4l A crystal of
CsI(Tl) was chosen as detectors, because of the high green
light yielded (near 550 nm) where Si diodes are very
sensitive.

The

is composed by signal
a 12 bit A/D converter and the

processing system

conditioners,

microcontroller system. The signal conditioners are used in
order to assure a t5 V input signal to the A./I) converter
(an ADS7800S, with 333k samples per second). To store
the samples in RAM and solve mathematical equations, an
eight bit 80C31 microcontroller is used. The results are
presented on the liquid crystal display (which guarantees a
low power consumption).
To determine the i1lie ratio for a given exposition, the
processing system waits until the signal sampled from the
photodiodes reaches a 0.5 V trigger level. Then, an 80C31
internal timer is enabled; the sampling process runs until

t2bfr"AlD
Cmvefter

the samples' magnitude become smaller than the trigger
level, after which the timer is blocked. Five sample sets of
each photodiode are averaged, and the i1lie ratio between
these values is calculated. This ratio is used as a pointer to
the table stored in the EPROM memory. The kVp value is

determined and presented on the liquid crystal display. The
Figure l. Block diagram ofthe instrume,nt.

final timer value is used to calculate the exposure time,
with a resolution of l0-6s.
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RESULTS

medical diagnostic x-ray machines was described. Looking

Former experiments were carried out with a l2-pulse
generator at a target-detector distance of 0.7 m [2]. The
graphical determination (figure 3), curve A, using 0.8 mm
and 1.5 mm filter thicknesses. Measurements were taken

for enlarging the kVp measuring range we are working on
the transducer block. After that, we intend to begin a
quality control program in local public hospitals. Also, we
intend to implement adaptations for mamographic and
odontologic x-ray equipments.

with an x-ray machine (6-pulse generator), which were
supplied with a high voltage divider (1:105) at the
machine's generator [4]. It was possible to monitor and
determine the peak tube voltage at the oscilloscope. The
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I

detector system was placed directly behind the x-ray tube.
The signal ratios behind the filters (0.8 mm and 1.5 mm)
are related to the peak tube voltage (figure 3), curve B.
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lower fube voltages
0,3 mm, 0,9 mm Cu

Curve B: higher tube voltages
1,0 mm,2,0mm Cu
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Figure 4. Calibration ctuves: quotient versus tube voltages.
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Figure 3. Quotient versus kVp using 0.8 and 1.5 mm copper
filters.

Table 1 summarizes the achieved results for the
prototype and Figure 4 illustrates its calibration curves.
Due to the photodiode signal low-SA{ ratio at low tube
voltages, the instrument was unable to perform reliable
measurement in that range.
Table

Vigil ance, CNPqiB r azil and

D

AAD/Germany.
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DISCUSSION

The calculated and measured calibration curves differ

from each other in the range bellow 80kV. In the voltage
range between 80 kV and 125 kV, the correlation factor
reaches 0.999, thus the curyes are almost correspondent.

The reason for the difference outside that range is the
influence of the scattered radiation. The detector sensitivity
regarding the different eneryies is unknown. It is possible
to assume that the scintillator for detecting the intensity
directly behind the filters is more sensitive for lower than
for higher energ/ x-ray.
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